
 

 

On the coldest night of the year thus far, and miles from anywhere, a surprisingly large turnout of 34 set 
the scene for a fun evening.  Caustic announced this was to be the inaugural Reedy Creek bush run. 
Accordingly the run & walk trails led directly into the bush, scaringly reminding one of a Nerang State 
Forrest run … but no falls this time. 

The Run Report by Ah Pisto:  An excellent run, generally well marked … but too easy and not enough hills 
(yeah, right). 

The Walk Report by Slug:  A great bush walk, and amazingly no one got lost. 

Visitors & Returning Runners:  Fanny Charmer, VD, The Bat, Pee Dub, Scott (Virgin Runner introduced 
by Magician). 

The Circle was convened prior to the nosh which was running late.  Charges & Down-Downs:- 

Sir Black Stump for commenting that Hare & RA Brewtus “looked stupid“ with glasses on his head. 

Sir Slab & VD for holding everyone up and stumbling through the bush with no torch. 

Magician charged Sir Slab & Shat for a finance scam: at a restaurant over Easter, the EFPOS was down so 
Sir Slab lent Shat $50 cash to pay for his meal, only then to find both meals cost $120; $60 each.  “I’ll pay”, 
says Sir Slab, “You owe me half”.  So Shat gave Sir Slab back the $50 note, saying I now owe you $10 … 
nearly got away with it. 

Rug charged Caustic for claiming this was an inaugural bush run, adding ‘there are no virgins with a bush in 
Reedy Creek’. 

Sir Ferrett charged Magician over false claims. Magician had a spare Titans vs Newcastle ticket given to him 
by Now Loved, bullshitting to Sir Ferrett that it was his (Magician’s) ticket, and would get them into a 
corporate box.  A disappointed Sir Ferrett spent the whole game waiting for lobster & champers. 

Sir Botcho charged Ice Man for urging him to run harder, but then leading him in the wrong direction. 

Caustic charged Carefree for asking around for Blue Pills during a run.  Gotta admire that Carefree. 

The Nosh, hurriedly arranged by the hares who stepped into the run vacancy at short notice.  We were 
served a variety of freshly delivered Pizza Hut pizzas with garlic bread … thin ‘n crispy & actually very tasty. 
 
Thanks to the hares and to all for a humourous & enjoyable night … On On Shat 

     

Run 2249: Glossy Park, Reedy Creek 
Hares:  Caustic & Brewtus  


